JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. This content downloaded from 137.222.10.113 on Mon, 25 May 2015 12:02:49 UTC All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions Female Pianists and Their Male Critics in Nineteenth-Century Paris KATHARINE ELLIS n 1848, the journal La France musicale published a cautionary tale entitled Le D6mon de la milomanie, inspired by Balzac's novel La Muse du de'partement of 1843-44 and written under the initials "C. V."' The story concerns the artistic delusions of an amateur woman pianist who disdains the prospect of a good provincial marriage and sets out on a doomed European concert tour of the kind undertaken by major virtuosi, trying, on the way, to market her compositions in a luxury edition of oeuvres completes. Only later, when stranded in Italy, poverty-stricken and seriously ill, does she reflect upon the wisdom of her decisions. But the miraculous arrival of her fiance (now town postmaster), bearing the news that she is the main beneficiary of her long-suffering guardian-uncle's will, ensures a happy ending. Marriage and provincial domesticity beckon. In an introduction to the tale, "C. V." explained its moral. While not blaming women in general for aspirations to fame, he counseled a healthy self-criticism that would lead to self-knowledge and the realization that artistic mediocrity was best kept private:
That which is laudable perseverance in the gifted elite takes on the character of deplorable obstinacy in second-rate people. This truth should be contemplated seriously by women who attempt to make the art of music their profession. Let them consult their inner selves before making a definitive decision. Let them question whether they really possess sufficient resources to show themselves to good effect. If they combine verve and inspiration with good taste and learning, they can move ahead with a confident step; but if they lack the qualities which make superior artists, common sense condemns them to renouncing a futile battle in which they would exhaust their delicate energies and find the sweetness of their character, their kindness of spirit, changed for the worse; they will be only too fortunate if, having pursued the unattainable, they can regain their hold on firm realities and the happy obscurity which they had disdained.2
The story ends: "Eugenie Bernard is now Mme Renaud. She is still a charming woman. She has not ceased to cultivate music, but does so only as a useful distraction. She is the first to laugh at what she jokingly calls her musical skirmish."3 Though lacking the scandal of pregnancy outside marriage that lies at the center of Balzac's novel, or the altogether darker treatment of a similar theme in Virginia Woolf's tale of the fictitious Judith Shakespeare in A Room of One's Own,4 the lessons for young women with professional aspirations are laid out clearly enough. The topicality and historical importance of the story, however, lie not so much in its emulation of Balzac's altogether wittier tale as in its application of his model to the subject of women playing and composing for the piano. Only four years earlier, there were too few prominent women pianists to make such a satire plausible. The only possibility would have been to apply Balzac's model to female singers (indeed, "C. V." mentions the pernicious influence of Cor-
Historical context
Until the mid 1840s, the most conspicuous kind of pianist in Paris was the male composer-virtuoso, whose reputation was built largely around performances of his own virtuoso pieces--concertos, concerto movements, and operatic fantasies in particular. Narcissistic and competitive, he basked in the authority of both complete control over and ownership of his repertory. He adapted or revised his works in performance and composed in such a way as to emphasize his technical strengths and mask his deficiencies. Moreover, the performer fed the composer's narcissism by providing a reflection, through the fingers, of authorial thought.6 Descriptions of audience reaction to such performances, especially those by Liszt and Thalberg, commonly dwelt on the element of conquest. A typical example is Joseph d'Ortigue's review of Thalberg playing his own "Moi'e" Fantasy in 1837 6. Though much of the operatic fantasia repertory of Friedrich Kalkbrenner and Heinrich Herz (to name two of many) constitutes sets of patterned variations that emphasize the static and decorative, rather than the symphonic and developmental, its character, when played by its composer, remains masculine. Such repertory becomes feminized when watered down into pieces marketable to amateur ladies as "brilliant but not difficult." An advertisement, taken at random from the Revue et Gazette musicale (henceforth RGM) of 1837, illustrates the point. Maurice Schlesinger's new Bibliothbque du jeunepianiste was a collection of educational pieces on operatic themes by the virtuoso Charles Schunke. Schlesinger introduced the collection thus: "M. Charles Schunke, the famous pianist whose marvelous playing might lead one to think that he would compose only for first-rate pianists, has generously devoted his leisure time to studious young people. The Bibliothbque du jeune Pianiste is directed at the progress of young people: this collection is at once easy, brilliant and full of melody" ("M. Charles Schunke, le cel1bre pianiste, dont l'ex&cution merveilleuse ne fait supposer que la composition de morceaux pour la premiere force, a bien voulu consacrer ses heures de loisir a la jeunesse studieuse. La Bibliothbque du jeune Pianiste est destin&e aux progres de la jeunesse: ce recueil est a la foisfacile, brillant et plein de milodie"). The first volume contained music based on the prayer from Rossini's Moise and was entitled Simples lefons aux jeunesfilles (RGM 4, no. 14 [1 April 1837], 116). The tradition of marketing variations on popular operatic themes to women as "brilliant but not difficult" pieces plays into a host of prejudices concerning women's character and abilities. First, the female pianist plays (is) a pale imitation of the authentic male original (Schlesinger's advertisement makes clear that the great Schunke is lowering his sights in writing La Bibliothique). Moreover, in playing an arrangement that is "brilliant but not difficult," the female pianist gives the impression of displaying more technique than she really has. A lack of substance is thus obscured by brilliant surface detail that captures the attention. The idea of patterned stasis as feminized is explored by Lawrence Kramer in his Louise Bertin studied privately. Farrenc, who worked almost exclusively in large-scale forms, was unique in carving out a reputation as a fine, if conservative, symphonist and chamber music composer. Bertin concentrated on opera, though her career was fatally wounded after the politically influenced failure of her La Esmeralda at the Opdra in 1836.9 Women who wrote salon pieces and romances faced weaker institutional opposition and often pursued highly successful careers as composers specializing in "lesser" forms. Loisa Puget was one such, writing over three hundred romances, many of which she sang herself; for the piano, her counterpart was Josdphine Martin,10 who composed a host of salon pieces that were always warmly welcomed in the press. The composition of virtuoso operatic fantasies or concertos was, however, a different matter."
The question of whether women were capable of mental creativity was crucial in their reception as composers and performers; indeed, it was an issue that affected women artists in all fields. In 1863, Jules Sandeau, fighting for the right of female writers to be accepted as members of the Acadimie frangaise, half-jokingly accused them of complicity in perpetuating the myth that women lacked intellectual power and creative genius. They were, he argued, complicit because they published too little to counter male at 334. Forty years later, Ethel Smyth argued exactly the same point in her Female Pipings in Eden:
Face this truth; that because of what has been our position hitherto in the world of music, there is not at this present moment (1933) one single middle-aged woman alive who has had the musical education that has fallen to men as a matter of course, without any effort on their part, ever since music was! Imagine then our feelings when people whip out their binoculars, sweep the landscape, and announce that so far, strange to say, no advancing army of eminent women composers is to be descried on the horizon. 19. Clara Loveday (dates unknown; presumably British): pupil of Amidde Mdreaux, and better known in England than in France. Her solo repertory tended to be restricted to contemporary virtuoso works, though from 1838 to 1840 she was resident pianist for the Alard/ Chevillard Quartet (their first since the founding of the ensemble). 
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In this case, their critical reception was colored not only by issues of gender, but also by a fundamental disagreement among critics about musical progress and value. Writers who supported the virtuoso strand within pianism--including such men as Oscar Comettant, Gustave Chouquet, and the critic and music publisher Leon
Escudier--believed that pianism was following a linear path of artistic and technical progress at whose head stood the nineteenth-century virtuoso-composer. By contrast, critics who lauded Beethoven and the Viennese tradition-among them Maurice Bourges and Joseph d'Ortigue--rejected such simplistic notions of progress (and the "empty" virtuosity that went with them), instead supporting the idea that age did not lessen the musical value of a particular work. The conflict of these two ideologies found a curious battleground in reviews of women pianists who played works in either the "virtuoso" category or the "Beethovenian" one. Moreover, it underwent a further twist when women avoided such male-gendered genres and instead concentrated on repertory that was gendered feminine: the keyboard music of Beethoven's predecessors. 
of a set of Handel variations that Tardieu de Malleville played in 1860.37
The jeu lie technique of legato contrapuntal playing was itself gendered feminine, as a review by Gustave Chouquet of Francis Plant6 (one of the few men to dedicate himself to eighteenth-century repertory) illustrates:
In devoting himself exclusively to the music of the old masters, M. Plant6 has proved simultaneously his good sense and his courage; he has created for himself a distinctive aspect which one might reasonably have missed had he acted differently. A pianist of the jeu lie' school, with a sweet sound, pearly tone, and suave style which is not penetrating, he has an entirely feminine tenderness and grace; his originality consists in playing the piano as though he were the best of Moscheles's disciples, and as though Liszt, Thalberg and Chopin had yet to reveal themselves to the world.38
From a late twentieth-century perspective, we can understand thejeu lid as the embodiment of the physical confinement of women, its feminizing quality so strong that a man is himself feminized when he employs it. The more general importance of the feminization of early keyboard music, however, lies in its concomitant loss of status at the hands of unsympathetic critics. This music was not in the same category as that of Chopin, whose predominantly "feminine" genius nevertheless produced compositions that transcended the feminine to enter the realm of the ideal.39 On the contrary, for critics who disparaged it, early keyboard music was "feminine" in Roussellian terms: it was dry and reasoned, lacking emotional depth and the spark of genius.4" Use of the jeu lid in performances of such music served merely to highlight these expressive deficiencies, since it allowed the pianist no outward exhibition of emotion through shoulder, arm, or elbow movement. 
"Les adorables broderies
Modes of gendered critique
Even while still child prodigies, female pianists found their critical reviews encumbered by issues of gender. In March 1840, when fourteen-year-old Louise Mattmann made her Paris debut at the Salle Herz, the Gazette musicale's critic Maurice Bourges was dazzled by her virtuosic prowess in Thalberg's "Moise" Fantasy; he described her as playing "with the hands of a twelve-year-old and without the merest hint of a wrong note."4' Yet he also dwelt on the frailty of her appearance, thus highlighting the extent of her technical command by implicitly juxtaposing it with her fragility: "Imagine a graceful child of twelve or thirteen at the most, frail and thin, whom one would believe ready to bend in the gentlest breeze, and whose tapered fingers threaten to break at the slightest pressure."42 Bourges's vagueness with regard to Mattmann's age is typical of contemporary journalistic practice; since she was older than he suggests, however, he may be deliberately emphasizing the child, rather than the emerging woman, in his subject. His focus on Mattmann's frailty makes such an intention even more plausible. Older debutantes could attract a different kind of attention to their appearance, though Henri Blanchard's review of Wilhelmine Szarv:idy's Paris debut of 1851 (she was fifteen or sixteen), at which she played Beethoven's "Appassionata" Sonata, is inordinately frank. After writing about the strengths of her technique, Blanchard commented on her appearance: "Her pink dress, in the style of Classical nymphs, revealed the entire naked length of a very pretty arm, something which, however, does not detract from the quality of her playing."43 In print, such blatant examples of a roving eye are rare; female pianists were never criticized in the same terms as female dancers, for whom detailed comment on their physique was an occupational hazard. Nevertheless, Blanchard's observations reveal an attention to the physicality of women's playing that is almost entirely absent in reviews of male performers, except for comments related to power.
In the 1840s, critics were only beginning to struggle with the problems of judging a woman pianist playing gendered repertory. In later decades, several urgent questions surfaced repeatedly. How much of her femininity should a pianist retain, particularly when playing male-gendered music? If she gives Beethoven his virile due, is she also to be reprimanded for denying her sex? Conversely, is male-gendered music demeaned by "feminine" performance? If a woman confines herself to "feminine" music, is she necessarily a lesser pianist than a woman who plays Beethoven and Liszt? Here, the "sexual aesthetics" of composition form the backdrop for debates about the "sexual aesthetics" of performance. Male performance of masculinized genres was so normal as to be effectively invisible and thus unworthy of comment, whereas female performance of the same music created a sense of "interruption" and thus immediately became problematic.
In emotional superficiality was a ploy reserved almost exclusively for reviews of women pianists. By denying any expressive power in Mattmann's playing and concentrating on the physicality of her fingers, Chouquet presented her not as an artist but as a mere technician, for whom mastery of the superficial and decorative could (and ought to) be her greatest aspiration.53 In this respect it is significant that, in his description of the fictitious and ill-fated Eugenie Bernard's pianistic talents, the author ofLe Dimon de la milomanie mentioned only her technique: "Without being first-class, she had agile and well-trained hands."54
The misogynistic emphasis on the distance between women's aspirations to perform male-gendered works and their capacity to do so reached its height in the private writings of Stephen Heller. In 1852, Heller wrote to his confidant Jean-Joseph-Bonaventure Laurens of a recital given by Wilhelmine Szarvaidy. His devastating critique -uncensored by the traditions of gallant journalism--was aimed not only at Szarvidy but at women in general, whom he viewed as incapable of genuine artistic achievement, even in the more acceptably feminine guise of transmitter, rather than creator, of artistic revelation: She has charming fingers but, whatever her admirers say, she lacks a great deal. In spirit and in naturalness and truth of expression, she plays like a child and like a woman, neither of which will amount to much in matters of art. Among most women musicians there is something precious which they mistake for grace, something affected which they mistake for expression, and a manner of playing specific to them which they mistake for originality. Basically, they prepare, launder, iron, and fold their talent as one would a pretty bonnet, an elegant piece of underwear, or any other piece of clothing; and nearly all the female virtuosos are only more or less competent milliners, who coif and dress and enfeeble poor authors as they please. Really, I can hardly ("Chacun de nous frissonnait en silence, &crase de respect, de religieuse terreur, d'admiration, de douleur poetique"). The pianist was Liszt. Women, then, should not be so foolish as to attempt the public interpretation of works that are beyond their comprehension; they necessarily devalue such music and reveal their own pitiable lack of self-knowledge. No other critic in Paris showed such a marked tendency to misogynistic essentialism. Yet, as Henri Blanchard pointed out a few years earlier, women had little choice but to play such music if they wished to be taken seriously: 'To give themselves more weight, more credit, they all declare themselves priestesses of the cult that the artistic world dedicates to Beethoven."56 Such metaphors of prophetesses and priestesses abound, reinforcing the idea of woman as vessel for divine truth, serving the cult of the work. For Heller, however, Szarv~idy was a false prophetess; since she did not understand, she had nothing to offer but a travesty of interpretation. For critics who tried to raise the profile of particular women pianists, a common tactic was to minimize the impact of their femaleness or, indeed, to elevate them to the status of honorary men as a mark of professional The similarity of such reviews to that of D'Ortigue regarding Thalberg (quoted above) is striking, with the crucial difference that critics commented almost without exception on Pleyel's beauty, both as a woman and as a silhouette curved over her piano.
From a comparison of reviews, it is clear that Mattmann's approach to Beethoven was more emotionally detached than that of her fellow Kalkbrenner pupil Marie Pleyel. Nevertheless, in the context of other critiques of Mattmann, Chouquet's harshness appears extreme, pandering to established prejudices regarding women's lack of emotional or intellectual depth. His barbed use of "quick" and "agile" is reminiscent of the scene in George Eliot's Mill on the Floss (also of 1860) in which Mr. Stelling tells Tom, in the presence of Tom's sister Maggie, that girls have "'a great deal of superficial cleverness; but they can't go far into anything. They're quick and shallow.' " Eliot's description of the children's reactions is characteristically perceptive of social mores. Tom is delighted by Stelling's verdict: "As for Maggie, she had hardly ever been so mortified: she had been so proud to be called 'quick' all her little life, and now it appeared that this quickness was the brand of inferiority. It would have been better to be slow, like
"Elle a des doigts charmants mais, quoi qu'en disent ses admirateurs, elle manque de beaucoup. Elle joue, quant A l'esprit et quant a l'expression vraie et naturelle, comme une enfant et comme une femme, lesquelles en fait d'art ne seront jamais majeures. Il y a dans la plupart des femmes musiciennes quelque chose de mignard qu'elles prennent pour la grace, quelque chose d'affect6 qu'elles prennent pour de l'expression, et une manitre de dire qui n'appartient qu'a elles et qu'elles prennent pour de l'originalite. Au fond, elle[s] appretent, blanchissent, repassent et ploient proprement leur talent comme on fait d'un joli bonnet, d'un el6gant canezou ou de toute autre pi&ce de toilette; et presque toutes les virtuoses fdminines ne sont que des modistes plus ou moins habiles, qui coiffent et habillent et affublent les pauvres auteurs a leur guise. Vraiment, j'ai peine souvent a reprimer un sourire en entendant s'exclamer toute cette plebe e1igante des salons sur la profondeur, sur l'originalitd, sur le genie de pareilles fleuristes et couturieres au style d&cousu, a l'expression affect&e, et qui se donnent des airs d'une Pythonisse inspir&e en traduisant l'oracle des Dieux tels que
A fine musician, she sings with expression--perhaps too much expression. Not to conquer one's feelings in arts involving public performance is to expose oneself to the risk of failing to move one's listeners because one is too moved oneself. The art of making an impression on a public has much to do with that of coquetry: it demands a certain calculation, and Mademoiselle
There is no doubt that Pleyel went out of her way to court such reviews. An undated letter, held at the Bibliotheque Royale Albert Ier in Brussels, reveals her method of dealing with gentlemen of the press: Tuesday 6 January Monsieur I have been waiting for the kind visit that you promised me, in order that I might thank you for your most gracious recollection in Saturday'sfeuilleton. You will be good enough not to forget that I live at the H6tel des Italiens, rue du Choiseul, and that I am always at home at 4 p.m.
My concert is scheduled for Saturday 17th in the salle Erard; would you be very obliging and publicize it as only you know how to publicize artists? I should very much like to playforyou that which I plan to play in my concert.
Could you find a long moment to listen to me? I salute you, Monsieur, with affectionate regards.68 Pleyel thus offered this critic a private audience, tantalizingly described as "a long moment." Was she offering him more personal attention than a private run-through of her program? It is difficult to conclude more than that the letter indicates the extent to which she was aware of the need to keep the male press on her side. But the most astonishing aspect of Pleyel's career was her ability to overlay the masculine on the feminine, and to attract male-gendered critiques that were entirely laudatory. That Pleyel was portrayed in the press as matchlessly combining masculine authority and feminine grace was partly the result of her decision to shock critics into treating her as an artist and not as a mere woman. To a man, the critics drooled in 1845, as they did on her sporadic returns to Paris, producing a body of criticism that is rare in its sexual rhetoric and its profusion of contradictory but admiring gendered references. Even Chouquet was impressed by Pleyel's pianism. Immediately after reviewing Mattmann's performance of the "Moonlight" Sonata in 1860, he discussed a concert by Pleyel, who had also played it that week. His ecstatically poetic prose contained not a hint of disparagement, and like those before him, he dwelt on Pleyel's technical command, comparing her expressive range favorably with that of Liszt.69
As a critic for L'Art musical commented in 1863, Pleyel wanted to succeed where men had failed.70 Among women pianists, she was exceptional in that she turned herself into an honorary man, rather than waiting for her critics to decide that such elevated status was appropriate. Toying with gender identities, she wrote letters in which she described herself to her recipient not as "une amie," but as "un ami."71 As Henri Blanchard noted in 1845, "She is more than a man, than a great artist, she is more than a pretty woman; at the piano she has no gender, following the picturesque expression which she herself employs."72 Critical response reveals that Pleyel achieved the seemingly impossible, donning masculine identity, claiming that gender was irrelevant to art, and using the sexuality of her stage presence to break down male resistance. "W. S." 's italicizing of "un" in his review of 1845 goes one step further, drawing attention to the masculinity of Pleyel's seductive powers more emphatically than even the gen- dered grammar of the French language could. Blanchard, of course, did the opposite, re-gendering the word pianist as feminine in order to make Pleyel the queen of "pianistes seduisantes."73 It is therefore not so much that Pleyel "has no gender," as that she embodies maleness and femaleness together. Yet that embodiment was not regarded as aberrant hermaphroditismthat is, she did not, by taking on male characteristics, cease to be a true woman. Her "manly" control did not make her "a kind of musical George Sand," as Reeve suggests.74 For several women artists, elements of hermaphroditism were essential to their careers. Within Pleyel's lifetime, Sand and George Eliot both confounded their respective critics by blurring "the comfortable binary structure of sexual identity."75 Each of them cultivated a different kind of hermaphroditic mask: Sand with her smoking and crossdressing; Eliot through her interest in science and politics, her almost overbearing seriousness, and the nature of her relationship with George Henry Lewes, who played the "supportive wife" to her genius. But far from being a protective mask that allowed greater freedom because it was never removed, Pleyel's adoption of aspects of masculinity appears as a form of play in which the true function of the mask is to draw attention to and accentuate revelation of the woman underneath. Mask becomes masquerade. 76 It is no coincidence that handwritten cover sheets on collections of Pleyel's letters in both Paris and Brussels refer to her as a fine pianist and a very pretty woman. Far from presenting a defeminized image as a means of gaining respect, Pleyel demonstrated (as she set out to do) that femininity was no impediment to artistry; therein lies the importance of her achievement. Her image conforms to the Romantic concept of genius as containing simultaneously the masculine and feminine elements of control and passion. Through her remarkable response to male difficulties in accepting a woman as a solo pianist, Pleyel secured herself a critical reception in which she was credited with exactly that masculinized but sensitive nobility with which Berlioz endowed Liszt. Even for a skeptic such as Gustave Chouquet she qualified as a poetic virtuoso whose authority was to be celebrated. But her escape from the gendered pigeonholing of which critics were so fond was brought about in a manner that other pianists could not, or would not, emulate.
Gender, interpretation, and canon
The question of willingness to conform to certain paradigms adds yet another issue to the analysis of gendered criticism among Parisian reviewers. The career trajectories of Mattmann, Tardieu de Malleville, Szarvady, Massart, and Wartel in particular bore little relation to those of the touring virtuoso. Soloists such as Szarvaidy and Mattmann, who had toured extensively while under twenty, soon established themselves as resident chamber pianists with the elite of Paris's string quartets and other chamber music societies, sharing their duties with an increasing number of like-minded male pianists, including Francis Plante, Charles Hall6, and Camille Saint-Saans.77 Mattmann was playing chamber music in public as early as 1841, when she was only fifteen. The interpretive demands of the chamber musician and the composer-virtuoso conflicted, and in the mid 1850s, when the latter began to take part in significant numbers as guests in chamber concerts, the disparity between their soloistic approach and the more traditional performance style of their colleagues became a cause for concern among critics, not least because a soloistic approach drew attention away from canonic works and toward the individual performer in question.78 For critics who had argued that certain works of the Viennese tradition were canonic and that respect for the text was of supreme importance, proprietorial and modernized readings of chamber works represented an unwelcome invasion of the canon by the cult of the performer. Conversely, for critics who supported the virtuoso emphasis on individuality and delighted in the progress of technical accomplishment, such chamber repertory was perceived as the natural preserve of pianists whose technical and artistic means were limited. The large number of women pianists who played regularly with (all-male) quartet societies found themselves in the midst of an aesthetic conflict between theories of musical progress and theories of canonic worth, and between different critical interpretations of what constituted a laudable performance of a canonic work.
Considerations are notable for the period in which they were written; but God forbid that we should have any more to do with this feeble and poverty-stricken instrument of old, for which the harpsichordists scribbled. To present us today with Mozart concertos other than as curiosities which are interesting to know about is to wish to deny progress and to condemn us to return to the Middle Ages. We shall be allowed the liberty of considering the Concerto in D Minor an unfortunate choice. Since it demands neither significant energy nor profound feeling, it suits Mme Mattmann's talent wellan even and correct talent with the light and agile fingers of a learned and conscientious musician who is nevertheless an artist lacking warmth and originality. However, we owe her our sincere compliments for the style of her last-movement cadenza, made up of arpeggios, passagework with roulades and chromaticism, and trills; this cadenza had the double merit of being short and of being faithful to the spirit of the composer-pianist.94 Despite the fact that she had played Thalberg's "Moise" Fantasy at her debut in 1840, Mattmann, too, eventually fell foul of attitudes that saw no artistic merit in the playing of early music, and damned its exponents with accusations of routine superficiality relieved by neither the extremes of sensibility nor those of coquetry. It was into this rather stony "middle ground" of conscientiousness that many female chamber pianists fell in the eyes of their critics. Marie Escudier's opinion was countered, however, by references to the perfection and brilliance of her performance in both Le Minestrel and the Gazette musicale, and by the actions of the Societe des Concerts itself, which at a committee meeting of 30 April 1861 awarded medals of honor to Francis Plante, Pablo de Sarasate, and Louise Mattmann.95
Conclusion
The reception of women pianists in mid-nineteenth-century Paris reveals cultural tensions provoked largely by their differing expressions of nonconformity to the virtuoso-composer model. Critical opinion of women pianists was influenced not only by misogyny but also by ideological conflicts over the virtuoso as composer and the virtuoso as interpreter, the status and gendering of repertories, and the appropriate attitude for a performer playing a canonic work. During decades when various sectors of the music profession -particularly chamber musicians, historians, and some criticsattempted to change the aesthetic by which performers were judged, a significant number of women pianists dedicated themselves to chamber work, to the Classical sonata and concerto repertory, or to specialism in early music. They were important participants in the extension of the idea of the cult of the work from orchestral and string chamber music, where it was better established, to keyboard music. Indeed, the number of women who found themselves professional space as chamber musicians and soloists in the 1840s through the 1860s was surprisingly large. Yet to critics who clung to older models of the composer-virtuoso, such women could never qualify as top-flight artists, particularly if they "let the work speak for itself" rather than "commenting upon it," to borrow Heller's words. Such opposing modes of critique expose the perils of writing critical biography of performers-especially women-of the nineteenth century. Because there are relatively few documents relating to performers as opposed to composers, the press is a major source of information concerning a musician's repertory and pattern of professional activity. But use of the press alone to evaluate style and quality is problematic, and sound interpretation rests largely on a knowledge of individual critics' predilections. All the pianists discussed above were of professional calibre; they were not all of equal calibre. Their professional stature is attested not so much by press reports as by the fact that they were regularly invited to act as resident pianists for Paris chamber societies, some of whose members were widely acknowledged to be Paris's finest musicians. With the exception of Pleyel, they played out their careers in a professional space which lay between that of the salon musician and the touring virtuoso. A feminized space in that it involved interpretation, not composition, it was also a masculine space in which Beethoven's mighty works took pride of place. But inevitably, whatever their career aspirations, women pianists had to contend with gendered assumptions about their chosen repertories, their style of interpretation, and their physical attitude at the piano. Only Pleyel, who came closest to the male paradigm of the virtuoso-composer, is known to have actively sought to turn such assumptions to her own advantage and to have manipulated her own reception. Indeed, perhaps the most astounding aspect of the professional lives discussed here, and one worthy of further study, is the sureness with which Pleyel diagnosed and treated the male sexism surrounding her. Her breathtaking success in the 1840s, repeated on every return to Paris, was due to her self-advertisement as the embodiment of the impossible-the poetic, manly, coquette.
Abstract
The sudden appearance of several female concert pianists in Paris in the mid 1840s forced male journalists to develop new critical rhetorics. Criticism of the period became saturated with problematic notions of gender, the use of the body, and levels of acting in performance. Because they were interpreters rather than composers, women pianists challenged traditional ideas about the meaning of pianistic virtuosity and were central to the enlargement of the concert repertory. In comparison with male colleagues, however, they were disadvantaged, caught in a web of conflicting ideas concerning the relative value of particular keyboard repertories that were themselves gendered.
